JUPITER ARTLAND MINECRAFT:

APPLICATION FORM
Alongside building your sculpture at Jupiter in Minecraft, please
complete this short form and send to eleanor@jupiterartland.org
NAME OF APPLICANT:
AGE:
PARENT OR CARER’S NAME:
ADDRESS:
CONTACT EMAIL:
Jupiter Artland will not share any personal information from any entrant. We will only use your email to contact you in
relation to the Jupiter Minecraft Sculpture Competition.

1.

What is the title of your proposed sculpture:

2.

Write a short statement describing the what you want to make and why
(about 50 and 200 words - You may continue on a seperate sheet)

3.

Draw a picture of your proposed sculpture.
(1 x side of A4 paper. You can use Minecraft Grid paper, included below, if
you wish)

4.

Tell us where in Jupiter Artland you would like your sculpture to be.

EXTRA INFORMATION:
Please choose a space just outside
Jupiter Artland to build your proposed
sculpture in Minecraft. It is not
currently possible to build inside the
walls of the Artland. There is plenty of
space outside the park. Please place a
sign-post with your title beside your
work.

The winning proposal will be re-built inside Jupiter Artland
and remain as a permanent feature of Jupiter’s Minecraft
universe.
Tip: Avoid anything too Minecraft specific (nether portals) as
an art critic will be reading and judging your proposals and
they might not know what a nether portal is.
Remember you are not alone in Jupiter Artland in Minecraft.
You are sharing the world with other young people. Please
remember our Code of Conduct and be kind to one another.
Inappropriate behaviour or messaging may lead to banning.

Use the Learning Resource to find some ideas and prompts to help you get
started in designing your own sculpture for Jupiter Artland.
We can’t wait to see what you all create!

